
Save up to 6% fuel in your truck, bus, camper, van or passenger car 

(annual fuel savings when using V-Spoilers in a fleet of 10 trucks at
current fuel prices is over 25.000 EUR) 

Reduce significantly the amount of CO2 emitted to the atmosphere

It is possible thanks to the application



• V-spoiler, has its name from the V-shaped shape, which originated from experiments with a so-called Vortex generator, in 
everyday life called VG. VG`s are known from Siemens, Vestas, NASA, Formula 1 designers. As the listing says, a VG is 
nothing new, but a unit that helps to control wind and vacuum in the best possible way, to avoid resistance and lag.

• 2 important factors that help determine your fuel consumption, and the best possible flow at a given speed. Not only does 
the V-spoiler reduce your fuel consumption and your CO2 emissions. In addition, you get the opportunity to order with 
reflectors that provide unique safety when you have to back out from a dark exit

• By installing a V-spoiler on the front trailer / trailer with cooling machines, you can save a lot of money on service, as the 
wind containing sand, gravel, salt, ice, snow continues past the space between the front trailer and trailer. When mounting 
at the top of the roof spoiler, you direct the slip current past the “well” where the cooling machine is located, and is 
exposed to dirt and grime.



What are the benefits of using V-Spoilers? 

V-spoilers are the best solution to minimize drag behind the vehicle. Installation is very easy thanks to the 3M adhesive tape. In 
addition to saving fuel / CO2 and minimizing drag, the use of V-Spoilers also keeps the rear of the vehicle clean longer when
driving in rain, snow and fog. This means more safety as the taillights stay clean longer. By fitting V-spoilers with reflective
overlays, you gain more visual safety when driving backwards in dark places. 

Our customers report savings of 2 to 6% or even more, depending on driving style and type of vehicle.



What are V-Spoilers made of? 

V-spoilers come in a number of different models and materials. The rubber panels are intended mainly for tarpaulin trailers and 
bodies with rear doors. The rubber panels are flexible, so they can withstand the movements of the tarpaulin flapping and being
pushed by the rear door. Plastic panels are designed for bodies with even flat surfaces, as well as for tanks



In which vehicles can V-Spoilers be used? 

Buses and Trucks, Vans and Vans, Cars, Campers and Caravans





ISP4TRUCKS is distributor of V-Spoilers
products.

Go to https://v-spoilers.boxknox.com and 
see calculations how much your company
can save on using V-Spoiler Soon, V-
Spoilers will be available in our online store
for purchase in retail and wholesale
quantities. 

Until then, if you are interested, please
contact us: biuro@isp4trucks.com and      
+48 785 005 572


